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Abstract: In this paper we study the property of the operator equations 
2= SSRS  and 

2= RRSR  where S  is a *-paranormal 

operator we show that if S  or 
*S  is a polynomial root of *-paranormal operator then gWAf )(  for all ))(( AHf  , where 

},,{ RRSSRA  and we show that For the operator equation 
2= SSRS  and 

2= RRSR  we have 

)(=)(=)(=)( RRSSRS    

 

1. Introduction 
 

Let H  be an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space 

and let )(),( 0 HBHB  denote the algebra of bounded linear 

operators and the ideal of compact operator acting on H . If 

)(HBT   we shall write )(TIm  and )(Tker  for the range 

and null space of T . Let ),(:=)( TdimkerT

)(:=)( *TdimkerT , and let ),(),(),(),( 0 TpTTT psa   

and )(0 T  denote the spectrum, approximate point 

spectrum, surjective spectrum, point spectrum of T , the set 

of the resolvent of T  and the set of all eigenvalues of T  

which are isolated in )(T . 

 

Recall that )(HBT   is called *-paranormal operator if 

|||||||||||| 22* xxTxT   and T  is called isoloid if every 

isolated point of )(T  is an eigenvalue of T . If )(HBT   

we write )(Tr  for the spectral radius of T  where 

||||)( TTr  . An operator )(HBT   is called normaliod if 

||=||)( TTr . An operator )(HBT   is said to be nilpotent if 

0=nT  for a natural number n  and called quasinilpotent if 

0=)(Tr  [11, 12] 

 

The operator 1)(
2

1
:= 


 T

i
E

D



 is called Riesz 

idempotent with respect to   where D  is a closed disk 

centered at   and }{=)(  TD  where )(T  be an 

isolated point of )(T  see[11] 

Recall that if )(HBT   , the asent )(Ta  and the descent 

)(Td  given by  

 )}(=)(:0{=)( 1 nn TkerTkerninfTa  

and  

 )}(=)(:0{=)( 1 nn TImTImninfTd  

 

An operator )(HBT   is called Fredholm if it has closed 

range , finite dimensional null space and its range has finite 

co-dimensional.the index of a Fredholm operator  

 )()(=)( TTTi    

T  is called Weyle if it is Fredholm of index zero , and 

Browder if it is Fredholm of finite ascent and descent.The 

essential spectrum )(Te , the Wely spectrum )(Tw  and 

the Browder spectrum )(Tb  define as [7, 10]  

 }:{:=)( FredholmnotisTCTe    

 }:{:=)( WeylnotisTCTw    

 }:{:=)( BrowdernotisTCTb    

 )()(:=)()()( TTTTWT accebe    

 we write accK  for the accumulation point of K C  if 

we write accKKisoK \=  then we let  

 })(0:)({:=)(00   TTisoT  

 )(\)(:=)(00 TTTP b  

we say that Weyl’s theorem hold forT  if  

 )(=)(\)( 00 TTWT   

and Browder’s theorem hold for T  if  

 )(=)(\)( 00 TPTWT  

An operator )(HBT   is called B-Freadholm if there exists 

a natural number n  for the induced operator 

)()(: n
n TImTImT   is Freadholm in the usual sense and 

B-Weyl’s if in addition nT  has zero index . 

the B-Fredholm spectrum )(TBF  and B-Weyl spectrum 

)(TBW  are define by  

 }:{:=)( FreadholmBnotisTCTBF    

 }:{:=)( WeylBnotisTCTBW    

An element x  of A  is Drazin invertible if there is an 

element b  of A  and non-negative integer k  such that[17]  

 bxxbbbxbxbxx kk =,,=,=  

the Drazin spectrum of Aa  is define by [8]  

 }:{:=)( invertibleDrazinnotisaCaD    

 

If )(HBT   it is well known that T  is Drazin invertible if 

and only if it has finite ascent and descent and that is also 

equivalent to the fact that T  decomposed as 21 TT   where 

1T  is invertible and 2T  is nilpotent[15] and  

 )}(:)({=)( 0 HBFFTT DBW    

 }=)(:)({=)( 0 FTTFandHBFFTT DBB    
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2. Main Results 
 

Lemma 2.1 [19] every *-paranormal operator is normoliod.  

 

Lemma 2.2 [19] If )(HBT   is *-paranormal then 

)()( * ITkerITker    for each C  thus IT   is 

reduced by its eigenspace for every C  

 

Theorem 2.3 [19] If H  is finite dimension .every 

*-paranormal operator T  is normal  

 

Theorem 2.4 let S  be a *-paranormal operator on finite 

dimensional Hilbert space H  and )(=)( SRkerSker  then 

we have  

(1) SR  is normal  

(2)If )(=)(   RkerSN  for each C  then for all of 

RSRRSS ,,,  are normal.  

 

Proof. Since S  is *-paranormal operator and <dimH  

use theorem(2.3) that is S  is normal operator hence S  is 

paranormal operator then by [3] that is SR  is normal 

(2)since )(=)( RSkerSker  then by [3, Theorem3.1] it is 

obtain  

 

Lemma 2.5 Let A  be a *-paranormal operator then we 

have =A  if }{=)(  A for C  

Proof. case(1) if 0)=(  since A  is *-paranormal then by 

lemma(2.1) T  is normoliod therefore 0=T  

 

Case(2) if 0)(   that is A  is invertible ,since A  is 

*-paranormal then 1A is also *-paranormal then 1A  is 

normoliod hence }
1

{=)( 1


 A  so 1=

1
||||=||||||| 1


AA  

that is convexoid so }{=)( Aw  then =A  

 

Lemma 2.6 Let S  be a *-paranormal operator and 

}{=)(  S  then we have  

(1) If 0,=  then 0=2R  

(2) If 0  then ISRand ==1=  

Proof. case(1) is 0=  then by lemma(2.5) 0=2R  

case(2) if 0  and S  is *-paranormal , IS =  and 

since 2= SSRS  that is 0=)(2 IR  so that IR =  and 

also that 2= RRSR  then 0=)( 2RI  and 1=  that is 

{1}=)(=)( RS   which is ISR ==  

 

Remark 2.7 Let S  be a*-paranormal operator then we have  

(1) If S  is quasinilpotent , then RRSSR ,,  are nilpotent 

(2) IF IS   is quasinilpotent , then IR =  therefore 

  SRRS ,  and R  are invertible for each 

{1}\C  

 

Corollary 2.8 If S  is a*-paranormal operator, then 

{0,1})( Aiso  where },,,{ RRSSRSA  

Proof. Let 0  be a nonzero isolated point of )(S  by Riesz 

decomposition )(
0

AE  with respect to 0  we can act A  

as the direct sum  

 

}{\)(=)(}{=)(,= 020121  SSandSwhereSSS 

 

since 1S  is *-paranormal then by lemma (2.6) that is 1=0  

that is {0,1})( Aiso  

 

Lemma 2.9 If S  is *-paranormal and 0  is nonzero 

isolated point of )(SR , then for the Riesz idempotent 

)(
0

SE  with respect to 0 , we have  

 )(=)(=))(( 0
**

0
0

  RSkerSRkerAEIm  

 

Proof. since S  is *-paranormal and {0}\)(Siso ,then 

by [20, Theorem 3] 

)(=)(=))(( 0
*

0
0

  SkerRSkerSEIm  for the Riesz 

idempotent )(
0

SE  with respect to 0  but a pair ),( RS  is 

solution of the operator equation 2= SSRS  and 2= RRSR  

then by [18, corollary 2.2]  

 

),(=)()(=)( 0
**

0
*

00   RSkerSkerandSRkerSker

for 00   

 

Definition 2.10 we called the set   be the collection of 

every pair ),( RS  of the operators as following  

SRS :),{(:=  and R  are the solution of the operator 

equation 2= SSRS  and 2= RRSR  with 

)(=)(   RkerSker  for {0}  

 

Lemma 2.11 Suppose that ),( RS  and S  is 

*-paranormal if {0}\)(0 RSiso   then for the Riesz 

idempotent )(
0

AE  with respect to 0  we have that  

 )(=)(=))(( 0
**

0
0

  RSkerRSkerSEIm  

 

Proof. since ),( RS  and S  is *-paranormal then by [18, 

Corollary 2.2] and lemma (2.9) that is 

)(=)(=)( 0
**

00   RSkerSRkerRSker  for 

{0}\)(0 RSiso  

 

 

Proposition 2.12 Let ),( RS  and S  be a *-paranormal 

operator 

(1) If 0  is a nonzero isolated point of )(RS  then the 

range of 0RS  is closed  

(2) If *R  is injective and {0}\)(0 Aiso   then, 

)( 0Aker  reduces A  where },{ RSR  

Proof. (1) Let 0  is a nonzero isolated point of )(RS  then 

by corollary (2.8) that is {1})( RSiso . If  =)(RSiso  

then the prove done. If {1}=)(RSiso , since 2= SSRS  
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and 2= RRSR , by [18] 1 is an isolated point of )(S  by 

using the Riesz idempotent )(1 SE  with respect to 1  we can 

act S  as the direct sum  

 

{1}\)(=)({1}=)(= 2121 SSandSwhereSSS 

 

since ),( RS  is   and S  is *-paranormal then by lemma 

(2.9)  
  )()(=)()(= IRSkerIRSkerEImEImH  

which implies that  

 

{1}\)(=)({1}=)(,= 2121 RSCandCwhereCCRS 

 

since 1S  and 1C  are the restriction of S and RS  to 

))(( 1 SEIm  therefore we not that if ))((|:= 11 SEImRR  then 

2
1111 = SSRS  and 2

1111 = RRSR  since 1S  is *-paranormal 

then be lemma (2.6) that is IC =1  thus  

)(0= 2 ICIRS   

so that  

))()((0=))((=)( 2
 IRSNICHIRSIRSIm  

since )( 2 IC   is invertible, that is IRS   has closed range  

(2) since a pair ),( ** SS  is a solution of the operator 

equation 
2**** = SSRS  and 

2**** = RRSR  and *R  is 

injective *** = RRS  but ),( RS  then by lemma (2.9) 

and lemma(2.11) that for the Riesz idempotent )(
0

AE  

 )(=)(=))(( 0
*

0
0

  AkerAkerSEIm  

where },{ RSRA  

 

 

 

Lemma 2.13 We have the following properties  

(1) )(=)(=)(=)( 0000 RRSSRS   

(2) S  is isolated if and only if A  is is isolated where 

},,{ RRSSRA  

Proof. Since 2= SSRS  and 2= RRSR  then by [18] and [9, 

Lemma 2.3], it is known that 

)(=)(=)(=)( RRSSRS   and 

)(=)(=)(=)( RRSSRS pppp   that is (2) is satisfied . 

Also for every C  

 

0>)(0>)(0>)(0>)(    RRSSRS

 

that is (1) satisfied  

 

3. Generalized Weyl’s theorem for 

algebraically totally *-paranormal 
 

Definition 3.1 [14] An operator )(HBA  is said to be 

totally *-paranormal if T  is *-paranormal for all 

C  

 

Definition 3.2 Let )(HBA , we called A  is an 

algebraically totally *-paranormal if there exists a 

non-constant complex polynomial P  such that )(AP  is 

totally *-paranormal  

normal operator   totally *-paranormal   algebraically 

totally *-paranormal  

 

Theorem 3.3 Suppose that S  or *S  is a polynomial root of 

*-paranormal operator then gWAf )(  for all 

))(( AHf  , where },,{ RRSSRA  

Proof. suppose that )(\)( AA BW . Then A  is 

B-Weyl but not invertible then by [5, Lemma 4.1] we can act 

A  as the direct sum  

nilpotentisAandWeylisAwhereAAA 2121= 

 

Since S  is polynomial root of *-paranormal then by[13] S  

has )(SVEP  therefore by [16][Theorem 3.3.9] and [9, 

Theorem 2.1], A  has )(SVEP . This is implies that 1A  has 

)(SVEP  at 0. Therefore 1A  is Wyle, so that 1A  has finite 

ascent and descent that is A  has finite ascent and 

descent so that )(0 A  

 

Conversely, suppose that )(0 A . Then by lemma(2.13) 

)(0 S . But S  is polynomial root of *-paranormal 

operator hence by [2] gBS  therefore   is a pole of the 

resolvent of S  so that A  is Drazin invertible by [9, 

Theorem 2.1] we can act A  as the direct sum  

 

nilpotentisAandinvertibleisAwhereAAA 2121= 

 

 

Therefore A  is B-Weyl, and so )(ABW .thus 

)(=)(\)( 0 AAA BW   

therefore gWA  

 

We claim that ))((=))(( AfAf BWBW   for all 

))(( AHf  . Since gWA , gBA  then by [6, 

Theorem 2.1] that is )(=)( AA DBW  . Since S  is 

polynomial root of *-paranormal operator, A  has )(SVEP  

so that )(Af  has )(SVEP  for all ))(( AHf   therefore 

gBAf )(  by [6, Theorem 2.9] hence we have  

 ))((=))((=))((=))(( AfAfAfAf BWDDBW   

 

Since S  is a polynomial root of *-paranormal operator then 

by [2] that S  is isoliod therefore by lemma(2.13) S  is 

isoloid for all ))(( AHf  ,  

))(\)((=))((\))(( 00 AAfAfAf   

since gWA , we have  

))((=))((=))(\)((=))((\))(( 00 AfAfAAfAfAf BWBW 

 

that is gWAf )( . 

 

Now suppose that *S  is polynomial root of *-paranormal 

operator. Let )(\)( AA BW  observe that 
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)(=)( * AA   and )(=)( * AA BWBW  . so 

)(\)( ** AA BW . But, 
2**** = SSRS  and 

2**** = RRSR  hence gWA *  so )( *
0 AP , therefore 

)( *
0 SP . Since *S  is polynomial root of *-paranormal 

operator and   is pole if the resolvent of *S  that is   is a 

pole of the resolvent of T  so )(0 T  

 

Conversely let )(0 A  then )(0 S  . Since 

)( *Siso  and *S  is a polynomial root of *-paranormal 

operators and   is a pole of the resolvent of S , so that 

T  is Drazin invertible. hence )(\)( AA BW  so 

that )(=)(\)( 0 AAA BW  . Hence gWA . If *S  is 

polynomial root of *-paranormal operators then by 

lemma(2.13) A  is isoloid. Hence gWAf )( .  

 

Corollary 3.4 Suppose that ),( RS  and A  is a compact 

operator. Then we have  
 )()(= IRSkerIRSkeronQIRA  

where 0=)(Q  

 

Proof. Let S  be a compact operator and *-paranormal. Then 

by theorem (3.3) RS  satisfies generalized Weyl’s theorem 

and by corollary (2.8) that is {0,1})( RSiso  hence  

 {0,1})(\)( RSRS BW  

 

Assume that )(RSBW  is not finite. Then )(RS  is finite. 

Since S  is compact, )(RS  is countable set 

,...},,{0,:=)( 21  RS  where 0j  for 

jij  1,2,...,=  for all ji   and 0j  as j  

then by corollary (2.8) {1}{0}\)(,...},{ 21  RSiso . 

But this is a contradiction therefore )(RSBW  is finite. That 

is means for all point in )(RSBW  is isolated. So 

{0,1})( RS . If ),(1 RS  then 0=)(RS . Since S  

is *-paranormal then by lemma (2.5) 0=S  hence 0=RS . 

If )(1 RS , then by proposition (2.12)  

{0}.=)(,)()(== QwhereIRSkerIRSkerHonQIRS 

 

Theorem 3.5 Let S  is a polynomial root of *-paranormal 

operators then generalized a-Browder’s theorem holds for 

A  where },,{ RRSSRA  

 

Proof. First we must show that ))((=))(( AfAf eaea   for 

all ))(( AHf   

Let ))(( AHf  . since the inclusion 

))(())(( AfAf eaea    hold for each operator. Suppose 

that ))(( Afea  then )(Af  is upper 

semi-Fredholm and 0))(( Afi  let 

)())...()((=)( 21 AgAAAcAf n   

where Cc n  ,...,,, 21  and )(Ag  is invertible. Since 

S  is polynomial root of *-paranormal operators then by [13] 

and [1,  

 

Theorem 2.40] that is S  has )(SVEP  therefore A  has 

)(SVEP  by [9, Theorem 2.1]. Since iA   is upper 

semi-Fredholm, then by [15, Proposition 2.2] that is 

0)(  iAi  for all ni 1,2,...,=  hence ))(( Af ea . 

 

Suppose that S  or *S  is a polynomial root of *-paranormal 

operators. Since 
2**** = SSRS  and 

2**** = RRSR *A  has 

also )(SVEP . So 0)(  iAi   for all ni 1,2,...,= . From 

the classical index product theorem , iA   is Weyl for all 

ni 1,2,...,  therefore ))(( Af ea  so that 

)).((=))(( AfAf eaea   Since S  or *S  is a root of 

*-paranormal operators then A  or *A  has )(SVEP  

therefore a-Browder’s theorem holds for A . Hence  

 ))((=))((=))((=))(( AfAfAfAf eaeaabab   

for all ))(( AHf   

 

Definition 3.6 [16] An operator )(HBA  on C  is said 

has a Bishop’s property )(  if for every open subset U  of 

C  and every sequence of analytic functions xUfn :  

with the property that 0)()(   nfIA  as n  

 Let 

}:{=)( propertys'BishopahavenotdoseACA 

 

Theorem 3.7 For the operator equation 2= SSRS  and 
2= RRSR  we have )(=)(=)(=)( RRSSRS    

Proof. The equivalence SR  has a property )(  at a point 

RS  has a property )(  at   holds for all 

)(, HBRS   [4]. We prove that S  has a property )(  at 

SR  has a property )(  at   the equivalence R  has 

a property )(  at RS  has a property )(  at   is 

similarly proved. Let U  be an open neighborhood of   

and XUfn :)(  be a sequence of analytic functions in a 

neighborhood of   such that  

ThenUinfS n
n

.0=)()(lim 


 

 

UinfSffSfSS n
n

n
n

n
n

n
n

)(lim=)(lim=)(lim0=)()(lim
222 



  

and so 

UinfSRfSRSfSSR n
n

n
n

n
n

0=))()((lim0=)()(lim0=)()(lim
2  
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Thus if SR  has a property )(  at   then 

Uinallforff n
n

n
n

 0=)(lim0=)(lim


  

implies S  has a property   at  . Conversely assume that S  has a property   at   and let xUgn   be an analytic 

sequence such that 

.0=)()(lim UingSR n
n




 

Then 

USRgSgSRRSSRSR n
n

n
nn




0=)()(lim=)()(lim0=)(lim
2   

UingUingSRg n
n

n
n

n
n

0=)(lim0=)(lim0=)(lim 


  

this implies that S  has a property   
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